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HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS, A NECESSARY COMPLEMENT

TO PHOTOGRAMMETRY FOR TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING^

The geographic outline of Tunisia in the Mediterranean Basin

gives it 1,200 kilometres of coastline. It is natural that ways

and means should be found to make use of this important feature

which characterizes it.

Indeed, a thorough knowledge of the sea-bed may prove useful

for the country's economic development and for increasing its indus

trial potential (fishing, ports, laying of telephone cables, oil

and mineral exploration).

Leaving the physiological study of the sea-bottom to oceano

graphy, hydrography sets out to provide all the information on the

physical state of sea-bottoms, on the depth and the flow of rivers

and lakes, etc.* Hydrographic surveys are of interest to the

Tunisian Survey Department in as much as they complement land surveys

for topographic mapping.

The extent of the Tunisian coastline is such that 45 out of

the 160 sheets making up maps on the 1/5O,OOOth scale bear the symbolic

colour of the sea. While land mapping consists of two separate and

successive operationss planimetry and levelling, hydrography requires

the survey of the planimetric map and especially the levelling of

the sea-bed, which is done below the datura plane. Bathymetry, which

makes a physical study of sea-"bottoms, probably goes back to proto

history, Herodotus tells that the seamen of the Nile Delta measured

the sea depth in "orgies", a kind of fathom.

Methods have certainly changed, but the only one used up to

1919 was lead sounding.

Over and above the depth of. the sea at a particular point, the

exact place where the sounding was effected must be known to be

marked on the projection sheet in relation to geographic co-ordinates.

Taking bearings has always been a basic problem in oceanography as

1/ Translation submitted by the Tunisian Government.
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well as in navigation. It is absolutely necessary to be able at

any time to determine the position of a craft, consequently its route,

a problem similar to that of traversing in planimetric surveys.

If scientific progress in the last decades has made it possible

to find a perfect solution to the problems posed by bathymetric surveys,

determination of the planimetric position of a point at sea still

is a rather delicate and relatively inaccurate operation.

The Survey Department of Tunisia, which has a projeot for

setting up a department for Eydrographic Surveying, working in close

collaboration with photogrammetry, will equip this department accord-

ingto the means that will be put at its disposal. There will be

no question of fitting a boat with a metallic hull, but a small craft

equipped with measuring apparatus will suffice.

Bathymetric Surveys

Direct soundings with a wood or lead sounding-line are still

used for shallow depths up to four metres, but as the aim here is

to probe the depth of the Mediterranean Sea up to the limit of

Tunisian Territorial Waters (from 6 to 12 nautical miles), that is

depths varying from 0 to 100 metres approximately, direct line-

soundings cannot be usedo

The invention of ultra sounds has brought about a very satis

factory solution to the problem of sounding.

As in determining distances3 in order to measure the depth

of the water one measures the time an ultra—sonic wave (frequency

from 20 to 40,000 periods per second) takes to cross the water sur

face, to be reflected on the bottom, and to return to its starting

point. Ultra-sonic waves travelling at an average speed of 1,500

metres per second, and the depths measured being mostly of a few

dozen metres, the time to be measured is a few hundredths of a second,

The vast progress in electronics has made it possible to improve

the accuracy of these measures very rapidly.
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It "became possible not only to measure infinitesimal spaces

of time,, but also to make a continuous sounding at such a speed

that a sounding is registered for practically every 20 centimetres

of the sea-bed.

These sounding instruments record automatically, on a graduated

paper tape, tUe profile of the surface of the sea-bed corresponding

to the distance covered by the craft. At present, the acouracy of

these..instruments is such that the depth is recorded with a maximum

error-of 20 centimetres for depths up to a 100 metres.

This accuracy is due to many factors:

(1) to the lay-out of the recording on the paper. Kie width

of this paper and the soale used make it possible to

interpolate the depths with an accuracy of up to a few

centimetres.

(2) to the clarity of the inscription. An extremely fine

clearline, free of smudges, allows for more aoouraoy in

interpolation, The method of dry chemical tracing by

electric carbonization of graphite paper gives further

information as to the nature of the bottom: mud, sand,

gravel or rock and even to the presence of foreign bodies

. .■ ■ such as wrecks, schools of fish, etc... The skill of

the technicians in charge of interpreting the graphs

enables them to give readings with only a five centimetres1

margin of error.

(3) To the speed of inscription on the graphs the higher

the speed the less congested the graph, and the easier

it is to make an accurate interpretation.

(4) To the frequency of soundings. It is now possible to

make 540 soundings a minute and to record them. jEhis

amounts to a sounding every 20 centimetres for a oraft

going at a speed of 6 kilometres per hour.
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(5) To an accurate determination of the travelling speed of

ultrasonic waves in water. This speed depends upon the

environment through which the waves travel, i.e. upon

the characteristics of the water and in particular upon

the percentage of gases in solution, upon the depth, upon

the speed of under water currents, etc...

It is therefore necessary to calibrate the sounding

apparatus regularly during the same operation, especially

if the ambient temperature changes rapidly during opera

tions or if water-depth changes quickly or suddenly (under

water depressions). It is possible to make these checks

on modern equipment without stopping and to make the

necessary adjustments very rapidly.

(6) As when using automatic levels, it is necessary to ensure

good mechanical conditions for the sounding apparatus

during operations (a uniform unrolling speed of record

ing paper, a regular source of energy, etc.).

(?) 1b the stability of the recording paper. Owing to the

great hygrometric differences there are between the sea

environment where the soundings are made and the much

drier environment where they are interpreted, very stable

paper must be used to record the diagram.

All these requirements are now met in the manufacture

of modern sounding equipment. As a result the accuracy

of Bathymetric Surveys for depths up to 100 metres is

almost equal to the accuracy achieved at present for

longitudinal land profiles, without mentioning the much

higher operating speed.

Planimetric Surveys

It is unfortunately not so easy to determine the position,

on the surface of the Earth, of the profile drawn by sounders.
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The aim being to complement land surveys .nade for tracing a

map, and not to draw u.p a map of the sea-bottom, only the profiles

of the sea-bed close to the coast are of immediate interest. We

will restrict the sea margins to survey to the limit of Tunisian

Territorial Waters (6 - 12 nautical miles).

The problem is how to determine, with maximum accuracy, the

roufe followed by the craft responsible for the soundings. This

route depends upon the travelling speed and the direction of the

boat.

Theoretically, the problem is simples given the boat's speed

and its course, the planimetric transfer of the profile on to the

map becomes quite simple. However, the speed and the course of the

boat are influenced by natural elements which are difficult to measure

and to control,

' It is therefore essential to take readings from the firm land.

The necessary preparation on land consists in establishing or using

triangulation points with known planimetric co-ordinates.

This triangulation is difficult to effect with the traditional

methods on triangles, because the horizon used is always open owing

to the presence of the sea.

Long traverses (10 - 15 kilometres) can be effected through

points at 500 to 600 metres distance from each other. The distances

will be measured with a Distomat and the angles determined with a

Theodolite giving the two centesimal seconds.

To this network which must have very clear distinctive signal

ling (6 metres braced beacons surmounted by top marks painted white

and red) two different surveying methods can be applied.

The first, the alignment, method, consists in using the align

ment of a point on land, worked out as mentioned before, with a buoy

placed 500 metres from the shore. The person in charge of the boat

steers it on this alignment up to the end of the profil line. Mean

while, a boat moves this buoy and stations it in front of the next
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triangulation point and the recording boat goes back on another align-

ment. The length of the profile line can be worked out from the

speed of the boat and the time it takes to run the length of the

profile (Cf- Diagram No.l).

Obviously this method has many disadvantages. First, the pos

sibility .of the buoy moving while the boat is coming towards it,

which gives a degree of luirei-dainty -to the boat's course. Also, the

speed of the craft is difficult to determine with accuracy. It is

possible to imagine a system of wheels attached to the boat fitted

with a revolution counter, which, after a careful calibration and

a precise reading of the travelling time3 gives an accuracy of 50

metres in a covered distance of 10 kilometres. This degree of

accuracy is satisfactory for a uniform sea-bed and for a map on th«

I/50,000th scale. As an alignment head, the buoy may be replaoed

by an identifiable point chosen on the map (minaret, marabout,

isolated trees, etc...)- In that case, a truer course may be follow

ed as long as the navigator uses good binoculars to keep to it.

Even when, during operations, the sea is very calm, the visi

bility is quite satisfactory, and the navigator is experienced, the

alignment method does not allow room for any control.

To check the course and distance covered, angle observations

can be taken from the firm land.

At the triangulation point nearest to the alignment followed

by the craft, a Theodolite is placed to calculate Angle B in the

diagram. The distance "d" being known, it is easy to find the posi

tion of the craft on the alignment, (Cf. Diagram No. II).

The position of the boat may be checked by using the hydro-

graphic cirole which tjuickly determines angle B, this done, a

graphical reading is sufficient to pin-point the craft's position

on the alignment followed.

The distance travelled by a boat may also be determined with

accuracy by the method of simultaneous sightings intersection. Two
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Theodolites, placed at two triangulation points on either side' of

the alignment taken, measure at one and the same time Angles X and B

between the craft's mast and a point on land with known co-ordinates.

These simultaneous sightings can be achieved either through a radio

link between the operators on land and the craft, or through a light

signal secured to the mast and flashing periodically.

For further accuracy, a Distomat may be placed next to the

Theodolite with its receiver mirror on the boat's mast.

The distance thus determined can, with the intersection angles,

give the exact position of the boat.

The craft can also be equipped with gyro-compasses and with

course tracers which record automatically any deviation from the

course in proportion to the distance covered. This distance can

be reconstructed and put down on the map.

A comprehensive grid for the coast to be explored is therefore

essential and must be carried out simultaneously with sounding operations

so that the signalling can be put in place as work goes ahead.

Other apparatus (of the Shoran or Loran type) renders prepara

tions on land and signalling unnecessary.

This equipment transmits high frequency radio electric signals

to three stationary points on land. Calculated at every transmission,

these three distances, with the use of line intersections, make it

possible to find out the exact position of the craft at the time

of transmission,

The drawback of this equipment is a very high price (about 160,000

US dollars).

Department of Hydrographic Surveys

The requirements in equipment and staff necessary to the setting-

up of this department are as follows:-
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X Underwater Sounding Machine

The most advanced and the most widely used at the present time

is the Elac Hydrographic Sounder (type Laz 17 Cat 3w) with a

maximum range of 320 metres. ' This easily movable machine can

be quickly fixed to and removed from a small wooden craft; it

costs about 4,000 US dollars.

L Series of Batteries

24 volt, direct current,

.1 ' Main Graft

7 metres long, with motor. This craft can be used in conjunc

tion with the National Navy Services.

^ Secondary Craft

4 metres long, with motor.

5 Buoys

"rfith mast.

^ Distomat

2 Theodolites

Wild type T.2.

20 Beacons

6 metres long, with top marks

1 Revolving Light

To be fixed on the mast of the main craft, with periodic

lighting,

3 Sets of Portable Transmitter-Receiver Radios -

(Maximum range 20 kilometres) - to enable the operators at sea

and on land to communicate. ... ■■■ ■.. ■

3 Technicians on the- main craft.

1. Technician on the secondary craft,

2 Technicians at each Theodolite.

2 Technicians at the Distomat,

4- unskilled manpower and crews for the crafts.
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